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Introduction
• 3U+ CubeSat form factor
• Payload: telescope + CCD camera
• Radios: UHF, S-band, X-band
• Solar panels (body+deployable 
wings)
• ADCS
० Sensors: gyros, magnetometers, 
photodiodes, horizoncam, starcam
० Actuators: reaction wheels, 
magnetorquers
• Flight computer (“SuperConductor”)
• Payload computer (CPU) + FPGA
What is a SuperDove?
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Introduction
Dove Launch History
Total number of Doves successfully launched: 436
Total number of SuperDoves successfully launched: 121
100% contact rate success with launched spacecraft
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Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
SuperDove Commissioning
• Ground station contact time as a limited asset
० Satellites physically close to each other on-orbit 
after launch
• Very high spacecraft-to-operator ratio
० Need of automation 
Challenges
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Automation Agents
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Mission Metrics ● Gathering performance and health metrics
Autobot ● Automated anomaly detection and mitigation
Scheduling Automation - 
METIS & ContactAllocator
● Dynamic allocation of ground station accesses 
● Redistributing contacts among satellites
● Optimizing contact usage
Post-Firstlight-Engine
● Updating settings in Mission Control after First 
Light
● Taking satellite into production
Sequencer
● State machine
● Performing ADCS Calibration
Bus Commissioning 
State Machine
● State machine 
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Flock 4S Commissioning Phases
Total length of commissioning (first launch date - last ION deployer first light date) = 30 days
Length of commissioning without Deployer (first launch date - last batch satellite first light date) = 13 days
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Figure 1: Flock 4S Time in Commissioning per Phase
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Quantifying Commissioning Improvements
Average number of contacts in each commissioning phase per flock: 4A, 4P, 4V, 4EP, 4S
Figure 2: Bus commissioning Figure 3: Before first HSD contact
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Quantifying Commissioning Improvements
Total time in commissioning per flock: 4A, 4P, 4V, 4EP, 4S
Flock # of sats Avg time to completion Fastest Sat Time Slowest Sat Time
4A 20 38 days 22:56:02 13 days 17:22:36 61 days 05:11:23
4P 12 17 days 00:10:38 10 days 16:38:00 28 days 04:21:11
4V (incl. ION) 26 5 days 12:07:13 1 day 13:06:16 10 days 15:53:14
4EP 9 3 days 16:16:35 2 days 06:11:21 4 days 18:20:09
4S (incl. ION) 48 4 days 05:35:50 1 day 07:36:38 10 days 14:14:32
Table 1: Average Time between First Contact and First Light
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Quantifying Commissioning Improvements
Total time in commissioning per flock: 4A, 4P, 4V, 4EP, 4S
Flock # of sats Avg time to completion Fastest Sat Time Slowest Sat Time
4A 20 38 days 07:56:31 13 days 07:07:59 61 days 04:54:26
4P 12 16 days 04:56:35 10 days 13:33 25 days 23:33:46
4V (incl. ION) 26 5 days 07:31:11 1 days 12:47:27 10 days 14:02:23
4EP 9 3 days 13:52:14 2 days 05:51:59 4 days 18:02:27
4S (incl. ION) 48 3 days 15:40:25 15:28:32 9 days 16:10:23
First contact Detumble Deploy Solar Panels First Light
ACS 
Calibration
Table 2: Average Time between Starting Detumble and First Light
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Quantifying Commissioning Improvements
Commissioning through the ages: Comparing Planet Commissioning Campaigns over time
Figure 5: Total Length of commissioning Figure 6: Average Sat time in commissioning
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Dove Classic SuperDove Dove Classic + SuperDove
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Quantifying Commissioning Improvements
Commissioning through the ages: Flock 3P vs Flock 4S comparison
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3P February 15 2017 88 35 days 03:44:51 3 days 19:42:23 125 days
4S (No 
ION) January 24 2021 40 4 days 13:33:34 1 day 07:36:38 13 days
Table 3: Average Time between First Contact and First Light Flock 3P vs 4S
F3P: 125 days for 88 satellites 
F4S: 13 days for 40 satellites
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Conclusion
• The commissioning process has become streamlined through the use of 
automation tools developed in-house at Planet
• Little to no manual operator involvement is needed to move satellites 
through the commissioning process, with the exception of anomalous 
behaviour
• Planet’s latest commissioning campaign, Flock 4S, showcased the ability to 
concurrently commission dozens of satellites quickly, effectively, and 
safely
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Linear Dunes, Namibia – March 27, 2016
Thank you for your attention!
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